
8X ROAS
ROAS acheived on Facebook ads
campaigns

44% CAC
Reduced the cost of the avg. CAC
from Paid Socials.

66%
Increased overall site add to carts

4:1
Return on customer repurchase
rates

Client
Case
Study
Cleure emerges as a new
leader in the skincare industry
dominating its category



Our
Approach

Every business is unique, so why settle

for traditional marketing campaigns that

prove no ROI? Brenton Way’s core

belief is that your uniqueness is

followed with tailored solutions by a

world class marketing team. Expect

agile growth across various verticals

and a planned out long-term strategy to

position you as a thought leader in your

vertical.

Brief Introduction



Marketing objectives and
strategy
Expectations and outcomes

Our main goal was to increase Cleure's

growth and profitability by enhancing

customer engagement, optimizing

conversion rates, and reducing customer

acquisition costs through strategic

marketing efforts.

Objectives

We implemented a comprehensive,

multi-channel marketing approach,

which included personalized email

marketing, SEO optimization, social

media outreach, content creation, and an

interactive skincare quiz to provide

personalized solutions and simplify the

customer journey.

Strategy
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We identified that an interactive skincare

quiz could potentially improve user

engagement and conversion rates,

marking it as a promising top-of-funnel

conversion tool.

Findings

We hypothesized that a personalized,

multi-channel marketing strategy could

potentially lead to a decrease in Customer

Acquisition Cost (CAC) and an increase in

Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR).

Findings

Company

cleure.com

Website

Cleure's hypoallergenic hair
care products are well-suited to
those with skin sensitivities,
and free of common irritating
ingredients such as parabens,
sulfates, fragrance, and other
harsh chemicals.

Company Focus



Our
Market
Strategies 
for
Success

We developed an interactive quiz that

focuses on the concerns of consumers

through learning.

Interactive Quiz Drives Customer
Engagement and Conversion

We deepened customer relationships,

increased engagement and conversions, and

effectively decreased Cleure's Customer

Acquisition Cost (CAC).

Creative strategy development
for ads

We implemented a comprehensive strategy

across various channels, leading to

increased customer engagement, and a

surge in add-to-cart actions.

Amplified Brand via
Multichannel Campaigns
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Interactive
Quiz: A Key
Conversion
Tool for
Cleure
We created the
interactive skin care
regimen quiz which
saw over 5,000+
monthly fills



A/B testing matters before
scaling ad spend

Past 8X ROAS



User-generated
content consistently
highlighted specific
product advantages,
serving as the primary
driving factor for
consumer purchases.

UGC Focused
On Education,
Not
Overselling
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We utilized engaging
content, influencer
partnerships, and
targeted ads on social
media to boost Cleure's
brand awareness,
reach, and ROI.

Social became the #1
supporting attribution
channel to Ads
conversion in 6
months.

Social That
Stands Out
From the Rest
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Interested?
contact us

brentonway.com

sales@brentonway.com

Website

Contact

(424) 208-2521


